Manage your cinema from anywhere

Veezi is a cloud-based solution, so whether you’re a multi-site, single-screen, art-house, drive-in theatre, film festival, or not-for-profit cinema, you can run your business from wherever you are, 24/7!
A POS that does it all

In-cinema ticketing and concession sales
A great Point of Sale system to match your great service.

Functionality
- Combined ticketing and concession sales.
- Customer facing screen option—handy for displaying seat maps to moviegoers.
- Use a Windows tablet for mobile selling to reduce queue times.

Benefits
- Offline mode: keep selling and processing credit card payments, even if the internet goes down.
- Easy to learn and quick to use.

We also have Tips & Tabs functionality, available in the USA.
Showtime management made easy

Adding and editing films has never been easier. Simply choose titles from the pre-loaded film list, powered by MX Film—the studio-official movie media database.

Functionality
- Drag-and-drop scheduling.
- Daily and weekly views.
- Easy editing of show attributes including status, allocated seating, price cards and sales channel availability.

Benefits
- Schedule shows from anywhere.
- Easy film creation with the pre-loaded film database.
- Create your own film records for scheduling special events.
We have a report for that...

Performance Dashboard & Reporting
The dashboard provides a real-time snapshot of your cinema’s performance. With our comprehensive report suite, the information you need is readily available.

Functionality
• Real-time Performance Dashboard.
• Over 40 different reports.
• Electronic box office reporting.
• Automated reporting.
• QuickBooks integration.

Benefits
• Check the Performance Dashboard from your smartphone.
• Schedule reports to be sent daily or weekly—to anyone. Automatically delivered to their inbox.
Mobile friendly internet ticketing!
Internet ticketing that’s easy on the eyes, so you can reach more customers, generate additional revenue with booking fees, and capture customer details for your marketing efforts.

Functionality
- Customizable to fit in with your existing website.
- Reserved seating.
- Optional booking fee.
- Integrated with Veezi Loyalty.
- Reduce lines with UsherPoint, our free iOS ticket scanning app.

Benefits
- Increase revenue via booking fees.
- Build a mailing list for marketing.
- Shorter lines in cinema.
- All V-Tix pages are mobile optimized.
- Moviegoers can easily book their favorite seats in advance from anywhere.

Ask us about Your Cinema, the beautiful full website solution to perfectly match our V-Tix ticketing pages.
Loyalty

Reward your loyal customers!
Run Loyalty your way with points or membership-based schemes. Veezi Loyalty is integrated with online ticketing and Point of Sale for a smooth experience online and in cinema.

Functionality
- Run multi-tiered memberships.
- Offer member-only advanced tickets and seating.
- Configure which items can earn and are redeemable using points.
- Track all transactional data.
- Build targeted marketing lists based on demographic and purchase history filters.
- Customers can sign up, renew, and redeem loyalty benefits online or at POS.
- Multi-member transactions: friends and family can redeem their Loyalty tickets in a single transaction.
- Set up automatic email notifications to prompt members to renew their memberships before expiry.

Benefits
- Gain valuable insights to moviegoer behavior.
- Smarter marketing can increase spend-per-head and decrease email unsubscribe rates.
- Increase revenue with paid memberships.
- Use loyalty cards or go digital.
- Encourage repeat business and build loyalty.
Inventory

Keep track of your stock levels!

Our inventory system can track on a recipe level, updating your stock levels for each concession sold, so you can be sure you never run out of anything.

Functionality

• Receipts: record incoming stock (cups, candy, etc.)
• Mobile stocktake: count, compare with expected stock levels, and adjust where required.
• Cost of goods can be reported based on last cost, standard, average or weighted cost.
• Other reports include: wastage, receipts, and stocktake.

Benefits

• Never run out of items or ingredients—avoid missing a sale!
• Monitor stock for spoilage or theft.
• Reduce the chance for human error in stock management.
• Keep an eye on rising costs to better pick vendors and renegotiate terms.
Vouchers & Gift Cards

Set up and manage vouchers and gift cards
Integration with the Vista module allows you to set up, issue and validate your vouchers and gift cards. We can convert your existing gift cards quickly and easily, and offer ongoing support.

Functionality
- Import any gift card data set.
- Issue ticket vouchers
- Swipeable at Point of Sale.
- Online gift card redemption.

Benefits
- Same day setup.
- Order from any gift card printer.
- Keep revenue from unredeemed gift cards (breakage).

Ask Veezi about their card printing partners for even better rates.
**Self-service ticketing!**
Sell tickets and concessions via your very own kiosk. Your moviegoers who purchased tickets online can also skip the queues by printing their tickets at the kiosk.

**Functionality**
- Configure which concessions are available for purchase via Kiosk.
- Print concession orders for redemption at the counter.
- Supports reserved seating.
- Moviegoers can print tickets they purchased online.

**Benefits**
- Shorter lines at Point of Sale.
- Easy to maintain—imports your session times and movie info from Veezi’s Back Office.
Digital Signage

Set-and-forget cinema signage
Display your showtimes and door signs with high resolution studio-official movie posters.

Functionality
- Customize with your brand colors and cinema logo.
- Daily showtimes and auditorium door signs (single & dual options).
- Includes movie posters from MX Film.
- Offline mode: continue to display even if the internet goes down.

Benefits
- Quick and simple to set up.
- Automatically updates based on your Veezi Film Programming.
- Unlimited number of signs per cinema site.
Time & Attendance

Our brand-new time clock system.

There are two parts to our Time & Attendance module: Time Clock, where staff can log in and record their hours; and Time Cards, where managers can adjust and approve time worked.

Functionality

- Web-based: set up on any device.
- Staff can digitally clock on, clock off, record breaks and leave comments for managers.
- Track any adjustments made to time worked for auditing purposes.

Benefits

- Track hours against revenue.
- No more time sheets!
- MovieTeam integration coming soon.

“I started at 8:30 but we were busy so I jumped straight on the register before clocking on”
What more could you want?

**Fast & easy to setup**
No lengthy paperwork or fixed term contracts here! Simply sign up online.

**Need hardware?**
Talk to us about a deal on hardware.

**Not-for-profit deal**
Ask about our subscription waiver.

**24/7 support**
Get free in-house support with Veezi.

Request a demo or start your free 30-day trial now at veezi.com